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How to Be a Movie Star Mar 29 2022 Josy wants to be a movie star... along with half of Los Angeles. But his big break could come in the form
of an enigmatic novelist named Q-Bert, who Josy might have a friend crush on, and Q-Bert's directorial debut.
THE MOVIE STAR Aug 29 2019 "If Sierra Simone and Skye Warren had a book baby..." USA TODAY Bestselling author Samanthe Beck __ I’m a 21ST
CENTURY COURTESAN. I'm down to my last four clients. One wants to play me. One wants to buy me. One wants to marry me. And one wants to
murder me. Will I get out in time... Gorgeous movie star Jake Keller’s on track to win an Oscar. But Jake’s shutting down, going off grid,
doing nothing to help promote his chances. I'm traveling to Hollywood to try and help discover what -- or who -- broke Jake. But dirty
little secrets prefer to stay buried… 21st CENTURY COURTESAN is a sexy, dark, addictive series filled with love, lust, family loyalty,
deceit, revenge, and all the sweet little things in life worth killing for... PRAISE for 21ST CENTURY COURTESAN “…breath-taking, beautiful,
and brilliant. A must-read…” USA Today bestselling author Maggie Marr “I am ADDICTED! ...” Liz Vrchota “…original, suspenseful, mysterious,
sexy, and dramatic… a captivating read.” Angela Hayes “…was completely enthralled and blown away by this book!” Vegas Daisy One-click Movie
Star now!
Movie Star Mar 05 2020 Readers will delight in learning about the glamorous life of a movie star. Through manageable and exciting text,
readers will gain an understanding of different kinds of acting and roles, as well as the career steps they might take to become an actor.
Biographies of movie stars will engage readers in this high-interest topic. Readers will find extra reading guidance with a detailed table
of contents, index, and glossary. Additional research opportunities are provided through selected websites for further reading.
The Movie Star Mystery Jan 03 2020 Nancy investigates the suspicious murder of an actress when she and her father take up temporary
residence in the woman's old mansion.
The Story of Movie Star Anna May Wong Oct 24 2021 "The story of Anna May Wong, a Chinese American actress who advocated for authentic
depictions of Asians and Asian Americans in film during the early years of Hollywood. Includes sidebars on related topics, timeline, and
glossary"-Rock Star/Movie Star Sep 10 2020 During the mid-1950s, when Hollywood found itself struggling to compete within an expanding entertainment
media landscape, certain producers and studios saw an opportunity in making films that showcased performances by rock 'n' roll stars. Rock
stars eventually found cinema to be a useful space to extend their creative practices, and the motion picture and recording industries
increasingly saw cinematic rock stardom as a profitable means to connect multiple media properties. Indeed, casting rock stars for film
provided a tool for bridging new relationships across media industries and practices. From Elvis Presley to Madonna, this book examines the
casting rock stars in films. In so doing, Rock Star/Movie Star offers a new perspective on the role of stardom within the convergence of
media industries. While hardly the first popular music culture to see its stars making the transition to screen, the timing of rock's
emergence and its staying power within popular culture proved fortuitous for a motion picture business searching for its place in the face
of continuous technological and cultural change. At the same time, a post-star-system film industry provided a welcoming context for rock
stars who have valued authenticity, creative autonomy, and personal expression. This book uses illuminating archival resources to
demonstrate how rock stars have often proven themselves to be prominent film workers exploring this terrain of platforms old and new - ideal
media laborers whose power lies in the fact that they are rarely recognized as such. Combining star studies with media industry studies,
this book proposes an integrated methodology for writing media history that combines the actions of individuals and the practices of
industries. It demonstrates how stars have operated as both the gravitational center of media production as well as social actors who have
taken on a decisive role in the purposes to which their images are used.
Jesus Christ, Movie Star Sep 22 2021 What did Jesus look like? Pop some popcorn and invite friends as America’s beloved faith-and-film
writer Edward McNulty leads us through a dozen big-screen stories inspired by Jesus’s life. McNulty provides everything you need to spark
spirited discussion from the best film clips to show your group—to dozens of questions you could ask. You’ll explore hits like The Passion
of the Christ and Jesus Christ Superstar. And some surprises, too! Can you find Gospel themes in Cool Hand Luke and Broadway Danny Rose?
Erin and the Movie Star Aug 10 2020 When a film production company decides to shoot a movie at Camp Sunnyside, Erin sees it as her
opportunity to become a star, but her flirtations with the teen heartthrob starring in the film soon have her in over her head.
Sophia Loren (Turner Classic Movies) Jan 27 2022 The first book on Sophia of its kind, Sophia Loren: Movie Star Italian Style is a
photographic tribute to the beloved icon, recounting the star's extraordinary life and notable films. From the humblest of beginnings in her
native Italy, Sophia Loren has gone on to have one of the most interesting paths in motion picture history. In a career spanning close to
seven decades, she starred in epic blockbusters of the '50s, '60s, and '70s; dazzled in dramatic roles opposite the likes of Cary Grant,
Marcello Mastroianni, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, and Marlon Brando; and turned heads in classics like Houseboat, Marriage Italian Style,
Grumpy Old Men, and Two Women, for which she was awarded the first Academy Award for Best Actress in a leading role given to the star of a
foreign film. Sophia Loren is a photographic tribute to the beloved icon, taking you on an illustrative journey through her remarkable life,
dearest relationships, and diverse film canon. Filled with hundreds of rare color and black-and-white photographs and featuring quotes by
Sophia and those who have known her best, it's a volume as stunning as its ageless subject.
Hollywood Movie Star Paper Dolls Apr 05 2020 Twenty-four silver screen legends from the '40s to the '60s include Rita Hayworth, Audrey
Hepburn, Barbra Streisand, Julie Andrews, Natalie Wood, and many others, plus 96 costumes from their best movies.
Tab Hunter Confidential Jul 21 2021 "Mesmerizing." —The New York Times Book Review Welcome to Hollywood, circa 1950, the end of the Golden
Age. A remarkably handsome young boy, still a teenager, gets "discovered" by a big-time movie agent. Because when he takes his shirt off
young hearts beat faster, because he is the picture of innocence and trust and need, he will become a star. It seems almost preordained. The
open smile says, "You will love me," and soon the whole world does. The young boy's name was Tab Hunter—a made-up name, of course, a
Hollywood name—and it was his time. Stardom didn't come overnight, although it seemed that way. In fact, the fame came first, when his face
adorned hundreds of magazine covers; the movies, the studio contract, the name in lights—all that came later. For Tab Hunter was a true
product of Hollywood, a movie star created from a stable boy, a shy kid made even more so by the way his schoolmates—both girls and
boys—reacted to his beauty, by a mother who provided for him in every way except emotionally, and by a secret that both tormented him and
propelled him forward. In Tab Hunter Confidential: The Making of a Movie Star, Hunter speaks out for the first time about what it was like
to be a movie star at the end of the big studio era, to be treated like a commodity, to be told what to do, how to behave, whom to be seen
with, what to wear. He speaks also about what it was like to be gay, at first confused by his own fears and misgivings, then as an actor
trapped by an image of boy-next-door innocence. And when he dared to be difficult, to complain to the studio about the string of mostly
mediocre movies that were assigned to him, he learned that just like any manufactured product, he was disposable—disposable and replaceable.
Hunter's career as a bona fide movie star lasted a decade. But he persevered as an actor, working continuously at a profession he had come
to love, seeking—and earning—the respect of his peers, and of the Hollywood community. And so, Tab Hunter Confidential is at heart a story
of survival—of the giddy highs of stardom, and the soul-destroying lows when phone calls begin to go unreturned; of the need to be loved,
and the fear of being consumed; of the hope of an innocent boy, and the rueful summation of a man who did it all, and who lived to tell it
all.
The Summer Girl a Movie Star Love Story Oct 12 2020
My Last Movie Star Nov 24 2021 The sudden disappearance of Hollywood movie star Allegra Coleman following an accident spawns a cultlike
fascination and obsession with her life, as Clementine, Allegra's last-known contact, suddenly finds herself in the spotlight, a new minted
celebrity thanks to her association with the missing star. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.
Pretty People Feb 25 2022 In the 1990s, American civil society got upended and reordered as many social, cultural, political, and economic

institutions were changed forever. Pretty People examines a wide range of Hollywood icons who reflect how stardom in that decade was
transformed as the nation itself was signaling significant changes to familiar ideas about gender, race, ethnicity, age, class, sexuality,
and nationality. Such actors as Denzel Washington, Andy Garcia, Halle Berry, Angela Bassett, Will Smith, Jennifer Lopez, and Antonio
Banderas became bona fide movie stars who carried major films to amazing box-office success. Five of the decade’s top ten films were opened
by three women—Julia Roberts, Jodie Foster, and Whoopi Goldberg. “Chick flick” entered the lexicon as Leonardo DiCaprio became the “King of
the World,” ushering in the cult of the mega celebrity. Tom Hanks and Tom Cruise defined screen masculinity as stark contrasts between “the
regular guy” and “the intense guy” while the roles of Michael Douglas exemplified the endangered “Average White Male.” A fascinating
composite portrait of 1990s Hollywood and its stars, this collection marks the changes to stardom and society at century’s end.
But I Do Not Want to be a Movie Star Feb 13 2021 While spending the summer in California with her movie-star grandmother, fifteen-year-old
Kat reluctantly agrees to impersonate the aging actress in the hopes of helping her land an important movie role.
I Want to Be a Movie Star Nov 12 2020 Describes the various aspects of the life of being a famous movie star, including acting, directing,
promoting their movies, and their works of charity.
Mary Nolan, Ziegfeld Girl and Silent Movie Star Jul 29 2019  Mary Nolan (1905-1948), also known as Imogene "Bubbles" Wilson, was the
subject of two infamous court cases--one with Frank Tinney and the other with Eddie Mannix--in the 1920s. Like many Ziegfeld Follies girls,
she had the beginnings of a promising career, but by the 1930s it had been destroyed by adultery, drugs and physical abuse. This biography
follows Nolan's life from the backwoods of Kentucky to her death in 1948. Included is a series of newspaper articles published in 1941 that
were to be expanded into her memoir, which she was unable to complete before her death.
How to Be a Movie Star Nov 05 2022 From her days as a youthful minx at Metro Goldwyn Mayer to her post-studio reign as America's lustiest
middle-aged movie queen, Taylor has defined the very essence of Hollywood stardom. How to be a Movie Star is a different kind of book about
Elizabeth Taylor: an intimate, up-close look at a girl who grew up with fame, who learned early-and well-how to be famous, and how that fame
was used and constructed to carry her through more than sixty years of public life. Indeed, one might say Elizabeth went to school to learn
how to be famous, her education courtesy of Metro Goldwyn Mayer, the greatest, most glamorous movie studio of all time.
Close-ups Oct 31 2019 Interviews, essays, personal remembrances, tributes, and photographs explore the characters, roles, and styles of
more than one hundred film greats. Filmographies
Falling for the Movie Star Dec 26 2021 Small town meets Hollywood! One picture. One tabloid. Two lives changed forever. Finian Alexander is
one scandalous tabloid photo away from catapulting his acting career onto the A-list. All his bad boy persona needs is an agreeable member
of the paparazzi to give him a friendly boost. But vacationing out in the middle of nowhere, the only photographer he knows is way too
scrupulous for her own good. Or is she? Hailey Summer is desperate for cash—so desperate that she’s willing to do just about anything with
her photography skills to save her family’s cottage and keep her secrets hidden from her sisters. So when sexy and arrogant movie star
Finian makes her an offer, Hailey can’t resist. But does his proposition take things too far? And when their plans begin to unravel, will
Finian and Hailey find the limelight too blinding? This is the first book in the complete Summer Sisters family saga series, written by New
York Times bestselling romance author Jean Oram. Find out what it's like to fall in love with someone famous--while disrupting your small
town with an accidental scandal! FREE ebook romance! --> Also available in audiobook--narrated by the fabulous Vanessa Moyen. Fall in love
with the complete Summer Sisters series: Falling for the Movie Star (Book 1) Falling for the Boss (Book 2) Falling for the Single Dad (Book
3) Falling for the Bodyguard (Book 4) Falling for the Firefighter (Book 5) “The plot was quick flowing, the author threw in some
unpredictable twists and turns... The author hooked the reader from the start and never let them go.” —reader review from Nerd Girl
Official, Stephenee. “It is a hard book to put down and stayed up late reading it. I just didn’t want to put it down.” --reader review from
Marcia
Television and Movie Star Dogs Aug 22 2021 "Simple text and full-color photos illustrate the traits, training, and duties of television and
movie star dogs"--Provided by publisher.
Movie-star Portraits of the Forties May 31 2022 One hundred six famous actresses and actors are portrayed in full-page pictures by twentyfour leading Hollywood photographers
Larger Than Life Mar 17 2021 A Volume in the Star Decades: American Culture/American Cinema series, edited by Adrienne L. McLean and Murray
Pomerance --Book Jacket.
The 100 Greatest Movie Stars of Our Time Dec 02 2019
How to Sleep with a Movie Star May 07 2020 26-year-old Claire Reilly is on top of her game as one of the youngest celebrity reporters and
editors in the business. At Mod magazine, she is a consummate professional, interviewing dreamy Hollywood hunks and staying on top of every
story. Unfortunately, her live-in boyfriend seems intent on setting the worlds record for celibacy, yet she finds herself penning articles
like Ten Reasons You Should Have a One-Night Stand. When Claire lands the plum assignment of interviewing Cole Brannon, Hollywoods #1
hottie, she knows better than to mix business with pleasure, but the next morning, she finds herself in Coles bed....without her clothes.
After the tabloids pick up the story, Claires life is turned upside down. In struggling to regain her reputation, shell learn a great deal
about herself....and that you shouldnt always believe everything you read.
I Want to Be a Movie Star Oct 04 2022 So you want to be a Movie Star? What kind will you be? Pirate Captain? Noble Queen? Superhero? Maybe
a Comedian or a star on Broadway? Anything is possible with a little fun and a whole lot of creativity. Join Evie (and Oscar) as they
imagine their way through the magic of movies, theatre and play time.
Rating the Movie Stars for Home Video, TV, Cable Jun 07 2020
Molly and the Movie Star Jun 27 2019 Molly is eager to meet a famous movie star at a War Bond rally, until she cannot find the money that
her class had collected to buy a bond, in a new American Girls story which includes information on movies during World War II and a recipe
for popcorn.
My Best Friend Is a Movie Star Feb 02 2020 Failing to recognize her new friend as a big-time movie star, Michelle hopes to recover from her
embarrassment by throwing Natalie a huge party with all the trimmings, with disastrous results. Original.
If I Were a Movie Star Apr 29 2022 Describes the glamorous life of a movie star, including jetting to exotic locations for film sets,
working with stylists, and doing humanitarian work.
Mazy the Movie Star Jun 19 2021
Tab Hunter Confidential Jul 01 2022 A 1950s matinee screen idol speaks about the scandals, successes, and sacrifices he experienced as the
pin-up boy for millions of teenage girls and how he dealt with the reality of hiding his homosexuality. Reprint.
Murder of a Movie Star Dec 14 2020 "As England swelters during the hottest summer on record, Posie Parker, Private Detective, is summoned
to Worton Hall Film Studios, where she steps into the heart of a sinister new mystery. Silvia Hanro, the famously beautiful movie star, has
received death threats alongside her morning coffee, and Posie is tasked with protecting her. Aided by her good friends Lady Dolly Cardigeon
and Chief Inspector Richard Lovelace, Posie soon realises that behind the cheap canvas sets and the dreamy glamour of Worton Hall Studios a
dreadful secret lays buried, and traitors lurk everywhere."--Amazon.
Ingrid Bergman Jan 15 2021 *Includes pictures of Bergman and important people, places, and scenes. *Includes Bergman's own quotes about her
upbringing, films and relationships. *Includes a Bibliography for further reading. "Be yourself. The world worships the original." - Ingrid
Bergman Since the early 20th century, film has been embraced as arguably the preeminent international art form. Not only is Hollywood cinema
immensely popular around the world, but other nationalities (Bollywood being the greatest current example) have their own thriving
industries. Major actors and actresses are not only icons in their parent countries but reach tremendous international fame. However, most
actors who become internationally famous do so via the success of the films they make in their native land, without actually leaving their
country. One of the most famous early examples is Charlie Chaplin, who reached incredible fame in Asia and Western Europe during the silent
cinema era despite having never left the confines of Hollywood. Chaplin's example illustrates how the vast majority of film stars who reach
international fame do so through the global success of the films they make within a given industry. This dynamic highlights the uniqueness
of Ingrid Bergman's career and her significance as an international film star. Not only were films like Casablanca (1942) famous around the
world, but she made films in five different languages and film industries. In this regard, she was the rare star who was willing to
literally act in films produced in different countries. Bergman's fame cannot be doubted, but the international quality of her career has
prevented most people from gaining a complete understanding of her filmography. Moreover, the immense success of her most famous films
obscured her other achievements; one of Bergman's persistent lamentations late in her career was that even though she appeared in other
films she deemed more significant, the only film of hers that people wanted to discuss was Casablanca. As a result, her early films in
Sweden, the Italian Neorealist films she made with famous director and future husband Roberto Rossellini, and her French film with Jean
Renoir have all been relegated to the margins. Bergman is thus recognized as a Hollywood star rather than an actress who should be
identified with an array of different film industries, reducing the enormous scope of her career to a relatively small proportion of her
filmography. At the same time, Bergman's personal life reflects the dynamics of the film industry and the relationship between celebrities
and American culture more generally. At times during her career, Bergman was the darling of Hollywood, but at other times she was literally
a pariah. It is all too common to remember Bergman for her performance in Casablanca, forgetting the fact that she was effectively exiled

from Hollywood for several years during her romance with Roberto Rossellini. Her life and career amply demonstrated the expectations
American culture held for their film stars during the mid-20th century. Ingrid Bergman: The First International Movie Star profiles the life
and career of one of the world's most famous actresses and entertainment icons. Along with pictures of important people, places, and events,
you will learn about Ingrid Bergman like you never have before, in no time at all.
Sessue Hayakawa Jul 09 2020 DIVCritical biography of Sessue Hayakawa, a Japanese actor who became a popular silent film star in the U.S.,
that looks at how Hollywood treated issues of race and nationality in the early twentieth century./div
George Clooney Aug 02 2022 GEORGE CLOONEY: THE LAST GREAT MOVIE STAR REVISED AND UPDATED EDITION
Movie Star by Lizzie Pepper Sep 03 2022 The “It” book you absolutely must pack in your beach bag—an addictively juicy novel of celebrity
love gone wrong. • An EW Best Book of 2015 for the Pop Culture Fanatic in Your Life • “Readers who come for the dirt, real or imagined,
won’t be disappointed; there’s plenty of gold in these True Hollywood hills.” —Entertainment Weekly Chosen as a Great Summer Read by: • USA
Today • People Magazine • Entertainment Weekly • Good Housekeeping • Cosmopolitan • Vogue.com • The Hollywood Reporter • “[A] delicious
beach read.” —People Magazine “A hilarious, tabloid-trashing gotcha novel.” —Vanity Fair “A juicy work of shocking betrayal.” —Us Weekly
“I’ve had a million meetings in my acting career, and I had no idea that this would be the one that would change my life forever. I walked
into the room, and there was Rob . . . in the flesh.” Actress Lizzie Pepper was America’s Girl Next Door and her marriage to Hollywood megastar Rob Mars was tabloid gold—a whirlwind romance and an elaborate celebrity-studded wedding landed them on the cover of every celebrity
weekly. But fame, beauty, and wealth weren’t enough to keep their marriage together. Hollywood’s “It” couple are over—and now Lizzie is
going to tell her side of the story. Celebrity ghostwriter Hilary Liftin chronicles the tabloids’ favorite marriage as Lizzie Pepper
realizes that, when the curtain falls, her romance isn’t what she and everyone else thought. From her lonely holidays in sumptuous villas to
her husband’s deep commitment to a disconcertingly repressive mind-body group, Lizzie reveals a side of fame that her fans never get to see.
Full of twists and turns, Movie Star by Lizzie Pepper is a breathless journey to the heights of Hollywood power and royalty and a life in
the spotlight that is nearly impossible to escape.
Bo and Friends Sep 30 2019 Get to know Bo the donkey and all of his friends in this delightful board book inspired by The Star. Sony
Pictures Animation’s film The Star—featuring the amazing vocal talents of Anthony Anderson, Steven Yeun, Aidy Bryant, and many more—soars
into theaters on November 10, 2017! Bo the donkey might be little, but he’s got a huge heart! He and his friends are also very brave. Meet
them all in this sweet story inspired by your new favorite Christmas movie! In Sony Pictures Animation’s The Star, a small but brave donkey
named Bo yearns for a life beyond his daily grind at the village mill. One day he finds the courage to break free, and finally goes on the
adventure of his dreams. On his journey he teams up with Ruth, a loveable sheep who has lost her flock, and Dave a dove with lofty
aspirations. Along with three wisecracking camels and some eccentric stable animals, Bo and his new friends follow the Star and become
accidental heroes in the greatest story ever told—the first Christmas. TM & © 2017 Sony Pictures Animation Inc. All rights reserved
I Could Have Been a Movie Star Apr 17 2021 April 18, 1966 Santa Monica, California A starstruck young woman stands on the red carpet next
to the greatest movie stars in the world-Hollywood royalty. It's the most important night of the year in Hollywood and she has just walked
out of the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium next to the idols of millions of people around the world. The red carpet is so crowded with stars
on this cool night that she is pushed against the right arm of one of the superstars she dreams of marrying. She looks at all the beautiful
women surrounding him, listens to the screaming of fans on the other side of the velvet ropes, and wonders how she'll be able to make this
gorgeous actor fall in love with her at the glittering Beverly Hills party they are on their way to. How did a college girl who wanted to be
a movie star attend Hollywood's ultimate glamour event, the Academy Awards(r), when-just three years before-she was a shy high school
student living on an Illinois farm? Surrounded by those who could make her dream come true, she had phenomenal luck and good fortune in
California. Why did she ignore these incredible opportunities? Trying to get as far away as she could from a devastating childhood and a
shattered family, at seventeen she went to Los Angeles-all alone. She would not speak to her mother until six years had passed. During the
next decades Candace Rose went from an elegant ballroom in Beverly Hills to carrying bedpans in hospital cancer wards, from the French
Riviera to teaching elementary school, from idyllic Caribbean islands to near-disaster in a California mudslide, from a secluded Adirondack
estate-remnant of a decimated family fortune-to an Arizona mobile home park. Courageous, extraordinary people and unforgettable places touch
this powerful and adventure-filled memoir as a life takes twists and turns that a lonely dreamer never imagine
Florence Lawrence, the Biograph Girl May 19 2021 Florence Lawrence’s film career began just as the cinema was being born. She recognized
the wonder and appeal of the fledgling industry, and her early work with the Vitagraph company gained her a legion of fans and a reputation
as a willing and hard working actress. In 1908 she appeared in Romeo and Juliet—America’s very first screen Juliet. By 1909, she was working
steadily for the Biograph studio–she was dubbed “the Biograph girl”—and was being praised for her “personal attractions” and “very fine
dramatic ability.” But just as Lawrence was the first movie star in the industry, she was also one of the first to be undone by it. Hindered
by setbacks, grueling work schedules, self-imposed retirements, three marriages, repeatedly unsuccessful comeback attempts, Lawrence finally
committed suicide in 1938. This impressively researched piece of film history represents the first full-length biography of Florence
Lawrence, also called “The Girl of a Thousand Faces.” Among the photographs are some never before published. A complete filmography of
Lawrence’s entire career is provided. A summary chapter includes comments from various critics and historians, addressing how Lawrence is
important to film history.
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